OUTDOOR CAP
Bentonville, Arkansas

DESIGN DEPARTMENT
Your Desk, Your Way
Your organization has a unified purpose, shouldn’t it
have a unified look? Voi desking offers desks and
storage solutions for every application—private offices,
semi-private offices, open plan, collaborative , and
more—while presenting an integrated design for the
entire workplace. The layered worksurfaces, practical
storage components, mixed materials and versatile
footprints can be customized to achieve the perfect mix
of functionality and style. Voi boasts an efficient
offering that is also easy to specify, order and install.
Select the durable, attractive top-grade laminate or the
rich, lustrous wood veneer finishes, which both feature
HON quality construction to ensure that your
investment will pay off for years to come.
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DESIGN DEPARTMENT

PRODUCTS
HON Voi
HON Ignition Seating

Voi privacy screens and wide range of
storage solutions lend a sense of personal
space to collaborative areas.

HON Ignition Seating
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TRAINING ROOM

PRODUCTS
HON Huddle Tables
HON Perpetual Seating

Huddle multi-purpose tables let you use the same
space for a variety of purposes and make change
happen fast. Set up several in a conference room
for new employee training at 10:00; reconfigure
them for a presentation at noon. Pull one up to a
desk for a quick work session with a colleague.
Push two against the wall to stage a paperintensive projects

HON Perpetual Nesting Seating

Our fresh designs combine a
contemporary sensibility and creative
flair with inviting comfort. Elegantly
simple, clean lines provide attractive
seating that’s great for multiple
environments.
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OFFICE WORKSTATIONS
PRODUCTS
ALLSTEEL Concensys

Durable Construction
With quality details including welded
steel frames, threaded metal inserts on
worksurfaces, metal panel connectors,
top caps, and kickplates, Concensys is
built to last.

Design Choices
Monolithic, slender panels simplify
planning, specification, and
installation, and are available in seven
widths, between 18" and 60", with a
wide range of fabric and finish
options.

The Concensys panel system unifies the essential
elements of systems furniture in one high-value,
best-in-class package. It delivers exceptional
quality at an attractive price and will retain its
structural integrity through multiple
reconfigurations and extended use. Concensys
features thin-profile panels, multiple options for
fabrics and finishes, and thoughtful, functional
details. With all-metal construction, ease of
specification and installation, and quick-ship
delivery options, Concensys offers the best priceto-performance ratio of any comparable system in
its class.
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PROJECT DETAILS
Location: Bentonville, Arkansas
Moser Sales Rep: Matt Rains
Manufactures Used: HON | Allsteel

601 North 13th Street Rogers, Arkansas 72756 |www.mosercorporation.com
800-632-4564

